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Classical Confidence CD combines the brain development power of classical music with the self-esteem

and confidence building power of positive, inspirational quotes. 11 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL:

Contemporary, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: AWARD WINNING Classical Confidence CD

combines the brain development power of classical music with the self-esteem building power of positive,

inspirational quotes. Classical Confidence CD is by far the most powerful CD on the market to develop a

childs self-esteem and confidence. This CD combines the brain development power of Classical music

with the self-esteem, confidence, and character building power of inspirational quotes. Classical

Confidence has over 40 minutes of Classical music by Mozart, Handel, Bach, Beethoven, and Vivaldi with

inspirational quotes created and spoken by Dr. Susan L. Mike. As parents we all want what is best for our

kids. As the creators of Joyful Genius, my wife and I, both psychiatrists, were inspired by the birth of our

daughter and a strong desire to prevent what we were seeing in our office. We created a joyful stimulation

process that encourages not only brain development but the development of a childs inner nature and

emotional strength. This process is based on the belief that every child is born with incredible potential.

Our role as parents is to discover and nurture that potential. Let these positive, inspirational quotes build

your baby/child's self talk and create a positive self image. The other great benefit is that listening to this

CD also positively impacts you, see below. What are other parents saying about Classical Confidence? "I

was visiting my sister's family. Both my sister and brother-in law are dedicated to their work, but they

didn't seem to have much time to spend with their son. I suggested to my brother-in-law, who is a college

professor, to turn off the adult movie that was inappropriate for his son to watch and spend some time

with him. He in turn became upset and began to argue with me. After a short time, I began to play the

Classical Confidence CD and purposely turned it up so he would hear it. He replied, "What is this?!" and
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mocked it, I ignored the remark and let it play. He listened to the entire CD and after it was finished, he

sincerely replied, "where did you get this CD? I want a copy. I need to talk to my son this way." The

positive quotes touched his heart and soul. He then listened to the entire CD again and copied down

every inspirational quote to use with his son. This CD instantly changed their relationship! Keyla Venanzi

_____________ "The Classical Confidence CD is absolutely therapy for everyone's soul. I think, deep

down, we all crave the loving and positive messages your work contains. It is hard to internalize those

things when the world is full of opposite messages. There are a precious few who seem to be able to cut

through it all and lead the rest of us. You're obviously in that category. My associate, Jen and I were

laughing about how fantastic your CD made us feel. Funny how something so very simple can help you

feel so good about yourself. I'm sure it's no surprise to you, since you're both experts." M. Lisa Shasteen,

Esq. Lic. Real Estate Broker The Shasteen-Sizemore Co. ______________ "I listened to the Joyful

Genius Classical Confidence CD as I went to sleep last night, and am playing it now. I plan to make it part

of my daily routine to heal my own inner child. It brought tears to my eyes and consolation to my heart.

My mind kept drifting from myself to my mother to my son, listening to it from different perspectives. It was

powerful. As it says on that bumper sticker, "Its never too late to have a happy childhood!" I will post

messages about Joyful Genius and your book and CD to other e-groups, including ... Having begun to

read the book and having experienced the effects of the CD on my own heart and soul, I am keenly

enthusiastic to share it with others. I'm sure once my daughter, Lisa, has received hers, she will spread

the word to her network as well! May God bless you with even more inspiration and energy! Sue Emmel

Please visit us at joyfulgenius.com
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